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REASONS EXPERIMENTS CAN 3E PERFORMED AT A
pp MACHINE AT L - 1C a sec

H.A. Gordon, T. Ludlam, E. Platner, and M.J. Tannenbaum
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

Examples of experiments that cope with high rate
environments are given. Then the factors which lead
to the conclusion that experiments can be performed at
L - 10 cm sec"1 in pp collisions at /s - 800 GeV
are discussed.

I. Performance of Existing Hardware

A. Wire Chambers

1. MPS-II. This year the MPS-II drift chamber
system has gone into operation in a most impressive
way.1 The chambers have a maximum drift distance of
3 mm which corresponds to maximum drift time of
55 nsec, and an anode to cathode spacing of 6 mm.
They run at a gas gain of 10 . An experiment to study
the reaction "~p • ••n has collected "1000 events,
the largest statistics for this reaction ever
studied. In the course of this experiment, beams of
3 x 106 routinely went through the center of2 the
chambers. At a rate of 10 charged particles/cm /sec
or 3 x 101* charged particles /mm of anode wire, a 5%
degradation of the efficiency of the chambers was
measured due to space charge. A single anode wire
could count "10 charged particles before any loss set
in.

2. Axial Field Spectrometer at the CERN ISR
(K807). The drift chamber has t'.e so-called bicycle
wheel geometry. The anode to ano :e spacing is 1.4 cm
at the Inner radius of 20 cm and 5.6 cm at the outer
radius. This corresponds to a maximum drift time of
"140 nsec at the inner radius and "560 nsec at the
outer radius. T.n 1981 for a short time the drift
chamber, which covers Ay - 2 about 90°, recorded
events at 1.2 * 10 cm sec . The tracks in these
events were found by the standard program with only a
modest increase in computer time and showed similar
characteristics to events taken at lower luminosity.
There has been some reluctance to run the drift cham-
ber routinely at this high luminosity due to concern
for the chamber lifetime. Silicon deposits have been
found on anode wires of test chambers with similar
construction and the same -gas used after 10 ava-
lanche electrons or 5 * 10 charged tracks/cm for an
avalanche gain of 1.5 x 10 . At this point a 5% re-
duction in gain was observed. This would predict a
15Z reduction In gain In the actual drift chambers
after 2 ISR years of running at 10 cm~2sec~1. We do
not know if such a reduction in gain occurred in the
actual drift chambers In the experiment. The cause of
these deposits is not known for certain; however, it
may well be due to the gas. If this turns out to be
true a small chamber in series with the gas delivery
system may be used to take out the silicon with no de-
terioration of the main drift chambers. Even though
these chambers were not designed for high luminosity,
they work at "10 and probably the lifetime question
is related to the gas system and therefore Inconse-
quential.

3. R-108 Experience with Iron Low 8 at ISR.
This detector has been in operation at the ISR since
1977 routinely running with the original iron low B
quadrupoles at luminosities of 5 *10 cm"'sec"2.3

The drift chambers have a sense-field spacing of 13 am
at a radius of 20 cm from the beam and 22 mm at 64 cm

radius. The anode to cathode distance is 3 mm in all
cases and the chambers are located In a magnetic field
of 1.4 Telsa. Each sense wire has a delay line to
measure the third dimension. Each sense wire and de-
lay line covers a rapidity range of 2.8 units and 1/48
of the full azimuth at the inner radius, and 1.8 units
of sapidity and 1/90 of the full azimuth at the outer
radius. The maximum delay times from t0 for a track
(Including drift time and delay line) was 440 nsec at
the Inner radius and 800 nsec at the outer radius.
The total number of sense wires In the detector was
only 580. In documents to the ISRC In 1977-1978C1*)
relevant to the superconducting low B, this group said
that "We believe that the present system will work
well up to luminosities around 10 cm" sec" and "By
reducing wire spacing, the chambers will work very
well at luminosities of 2-3 x 10 m " sec" • *

4. Fermilab 288/494/605 Experience(5). These
experiments evolved from experience with high rates in
a fixed target environment. Beam fluxes of up to
3 x 10 per spill for bare target running up to
7 " 10 per spill with a hadron filter were incident
on a 30Z interaction length target. The rate on the
PWC's at the front of the apparatus was "2-3 * 10
with 2 mm wire spacing.

B. Calorimeters

1. ISR Experience. The four liquid argon cal-
orimeters In experiment R806 at the CERN-ISR each rou-
tinely collected data at 1-3 * 10 cm see" . They
each covered a solid angle of "1 steradian. The shap-
ing time was "1 Usec. To reject background from pile
up of close events In time, a zero crossing discrimi-
nator was used as in low energy physics.

R807 is just bringing into operation the
uranlum-scintillator electromagnetic and hadron cal-
orimeter. It now covers the full azimuth and i 40°
around 90°. The calorimeter has been tested at the
top ISR luminosity of 10 cm sec with a gate width
of 120 nsec with no obvious change from the perfor-
mances at lower luminosities. Double events at this
luminosity can be observed in the timing signals of
the highly segmented beam-beam counters or in the tim-
ing of the calorimeter signals themselves.

The lead-glass shower counters of R108 at the
CERN ISR routinely collected data at

Jl-_-Z____i During filling of the ISR the
ISR rou

1031cm"Zsec-1

lead-glass blocks had to be retracted to prevent radi-
ation damage.
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II. Prospects for Operating at 10 cm" sec at
/s - 800 GeV

The recent data from the SPS pp collider gi7es an
estimate of what to expect for pp collisions at
/s - 800 GeV. At /s - 540 GeV, a T o t a l - 66 ± 7 rab.
Die elastic cross section is "10 mb; therefore, we
will assume that the inelastic cross section is
50 mb. At L « 10 cm sec this corresponds to one
event every 20 nsec. UA1 ficds dn(charged)/dy - 3.6 -
0.3 for all events. We assume this is still the
value at /s » 800 GeV and that the neutral multipl-
icity is dno/dy - 1.8.



A. Drift Chamber

Assume a maximum drift spacing of 2 tan and a 4 I D
anode to anode spacing in a cylindrically symmmetric
drift chamber. Xf the inner radius starts at 20 cm
from the intersection diamond, there could be
2 i * 20 cn/0-A^cm - 314 wires in circumference.
Assume the drift cfiaisher were split at 90" so that a
single wire would extend"""farl. 5 units of rapidity on
either side of 90°. The rate^Btt-^thatwire Cttie worst
case for the drift chamber) would beSO" * 10 interac-
tions/sec x 3.6 charged particles per unit of y x (1.5
units of y)/314 wires «10 particles/wire/sec. This
rate is acceptable by a system such as the MPS-II
system. Clearly the space charge problem could be re-
duced in the MPS-II system by reducing the cathode to
anode distance and by reducing the gas gain. However,
even holding those parameters as they exist for the
MPS-II results in a manageable rate. Of course a
scintillator hodoscope will be required especially on
the outer radius of the drift chamber to enable the
elimination of tracks from out of time events.

Two approaches may be considered to handle even
higher luminosities. The MIT plan of keeping the
drift chamber for muons outside of a calorimeter which
absorbs most of the charged particles probably allows
the use of L • 10 cm" sec . Multiple scattering in
the calorimeter/absorber does not significantly reduce
the mass resolution since the muons are nearly
back-to-back. Alternatively, a strong magnetic field
can be used to trap particles of low momentum. For
example, a field of 5T at a radius of 1 m will reduce
the number of charged particles outside this radius by
a factor of "10.

B. Calorimeters

There are two separate considerations of the
effect of using calorimeters at high luminosities:
(1) how the pileup of many events may simulate a false
trigger and (2) how the pileup of extra events affects
the analysis of real triggers. To quantitatively as-
sess these, we used ISAJET to generate minimum bias
events. We added sequential events together to corre-
spond to n - 1, 5 and 10 events but distributed with a
Poissoa distribution. B - 1 represents the problem
at the trigger level if the trigger is sensitive to a
time resolution of 10-20 nsec. n - 5 represents a
typical gate for a scintillator calorimeter or lead
glass shower counter of 100 nsec. n • 10 represents a
typical gate for a PWC calorimeter or a liquid argon
calorimeter. The results are summarized In Table I.

We feel it Is essential for any calorimeter Co be
segmented into towers In a high rate environment.
Lead glass can easily be segmented Into towers. The
CDF design at Fermilab has towers for both the elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters both In the
scintillator and PWC sections of the calorimeters.
Even liquid argon calorimeters can be segmented as
demonstrated by the TASSO detector.8 For this study,
the calorimeter consisted of a cylinder divided uni-
formly in rapidity (y) and azimuth (*) Into
40 * 40 cells covering -2 <y< 2 and 0 <<S>< 2".
There Is no distinction aade In this study between
electromagnetic and hadrocic energy. In Fig. 1 is
shown the £JPT| for the full calorimeter Ay » 4,
A$ - 2'. Clearly, this type of sum Is not too use-
ful.

One should make a decision about what the physics
focus is before a more detailed consideration of the
pile up. For W± and Z° physics triggering on 1 or 2
electrons a large signal is required In 1 or 2 small
areas (towers). Then the average P?/tower listed in

Table I is relevant. Of course the fluctuations in
the tail of the distribution, seen in Fig. 2, are the
most serious concern. Fig. 2 shows the rate of a - 10
events piled up (a worst case) in the section of the
calorimeter (Ay - 0.1, A4> - 9°) which has the largest
Pf. The highest P? bins are made up of a small
number of particles rather than the overlap of many
small Px contributions. AJSO shown is the expected
** single particle spectra. Clearly, abcve »5 GeV/c
the real ir°'s dominate the false triggers. In using
the high luminosity, looking for *°'s, Y, e±, W's, Z°,
etc., one would obviously have a threshold greater
than 20 GeV (at least) to reduce the trigger rate and
at that value the false triggers are negligible.

For the study of events involving hadron jets a
larger region of the calorimeter will be required,
eg., Ay - 1, A$ - T/2. Fig. 3 shows the rate of false
triggers for 5 - 10 events. Again, this represents a
worst case since the trigger should have a time con-
stant of "10-20 nsac even for slow charge collection
times. Also shown is the ISAJET prediction for the
inclusive single jet cross section. Beyond about 10
GeV the true jets dominate the false pile up triggers.

To assess the effect of the pile up on a real jet
trigger, consider the <E[Pj|> in a fixed location of
size Ay » 1, A$ - T/2 as shown in Fig. 4. The mean Is
"3.05 GeV/c In this size interval. However, if a
tower Is required to have greater than 1 GeV before It
contributes to the sum, the <EJPf|> » 0.35 GeV/c,
and the distribution dramatically narrows as is also
shown in Fig. 4. This means that If a real jet were in
such a region of the calorimeter and the 1 GeV/c Px
threshold were used, the pile up of even 10 events
would only contribute an average of 0.35 GeV/c to the
true jet. Since this distribution falls so much more
steeply than the true jet production, the tail of the
distribution does not make a significant contribution.

Conclusion

On the basis of experience with existing detec-
tors we conclude that drift chambers and calorimeters
can be designed to operate in the race environment of
L - 10 cm" sec" . Furthermore, a detailed Monte
Carlo study shows that the presence of pile up events
in calorimeter data at this luminosity need not pro-
duce unacceptable backgrounds either at the trigger
level or in the analysis of triggered events.

This research was supported by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76-CH00016.
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Table I. Effect of Plleup in Calorimeter from a Minimum Bias Events*

<i< of Towers>
Hit (out of 1600)

|y| <2

Average Pj/tower

<Largest Pf in>
a Tower

<EPT> Ay » 1 1
A<f> - n /2 ;

<::pT> Ay - i

Only if P1 >

n - 5

132 (67)

40 (22)

26

1.33 (0.45)

1.54 (1.24)

0.13 (0.47)

0.86 (0.39) 1.40 (0.91)

5 - 1

27 ( 1 9 )

8 . 0 ( 5 . 7 )

5

0.86 (0.39)

5 - 1 0

250 (86)

79 (30) GeV

50 MeV

1.59 ( 0 . 4 1 ) GeV

3 . 0 5 ( 1 . 7 ) CeV

0.35 (0.7) GeV

2.22 (1 .0) GeV

O

zToT

-|z
103,

10"

*The numbers in parentheses give the second moments
(rms widths) of the indicated distributions.
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Figure 1. Sun of | P T | for j y | < 2. n - 10 e v e n t s .
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Figure 2. Rate of false triggers for the tower
(Ay » 0.1, A$ - 9") with the largest
Pi VS. Pf from n » 10 minimum bias
events in pp collisions at /s » 800 GeV and
L =- _10 cm" sec"1 (solid circles). Sane
for n • 1 (triangles). Rate expected for
"° ' s V9. Pf (open ci rc les) .
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Figure 3. Rate of false triggers for the interval
(Ay « 1 , A<j> » T/2) having the largest
EJP-fj from n » 10 minimum bias events at
/s - 800 GeV and L - 10"cQ-2sec-1 (solid
circles) . Only those towers with Pj >
1 GeV/c enter the sun. Same for n =• 1
(triangles). Rate expected from ISAJL" for
inclusive jet production vs. P^ (open
circles) .

Figure 4. X|PTj for the fixed interval -0.5 < y <
0.5, 0 < $ < IT/2. n - 10 events (dashed
l ine ) . Only those towers with Pf >
I GeV/c enter the sum shown by solid line .


